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1. Name of Property
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   Other names/site number: __DeWitt State Hospital_________________________________
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Site

Structure

Object

DeWitt General Hospital

Placer County, CA

Number of Resources within Property
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contributing</th>
<th>Noncontributing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49 buildings</td>
<td>5 sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 structures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Total</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register

6. Function or Use

Historic Functions
(Enter categories from instructions.)
- HEALTH CARE/Hospital
- RECREATION & CULTURE/Theater
- RECREATION & CULTURE/Sports Facility
- RELIGION/Religious facility
- DEFENSE/Military facility

Current Functions
(Enter categories from instructions.)
- GOVERNMENT/Government Office
- RECREATION & CULTURE/Theater
- RECREATION & CULTURE/Sports Facility
DeWitt General Hospital
Name of Property

Placer County, CA
County and State
7. Description

Architectural Classification
(Enter categories from instructions.)

MODERN MOVEMENT
Other: Pavilion Plan Hospital

Materials: (enter categories from instructions.)
Principal exterior materials of the property:

Foundation: CONCRETE
Walls: BRICK
Roof: ASPHALT

Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property. Describe contributing and noncontributing resources if applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style, method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has historic integrity.)

Summary Paragraph

The DeWitt General Hospital was constructed in 1943 as one of the sixteen ‘Type A’ pavilion plan Army hospitals in the United States designed by architects York and Sawyer. In total, there were sixty-six Army hospitals in the United States that treated American soldiers wounded in World War II. The DeWitt Hospital site contained about 220 acres and was designed to be a self-contained facility originally consisting of approximately 80 buildings, a circulation system of roads, sidewalks, enclosed corridors, a steam power plant, water and sewage treatment plants and incinerator. The DeWitt Hospital complex is located approximately three miles north of downtown Auburn and a short distance west of State Highway 49 in Placer County California. Originally, the hospital site was rural in character however some of the neighboring vicinity is becoming more suburban in nature. The DeWitt hospital complex has had three uses since its construction, a World War II military hospital from 1943 to 1945, a state mental hospital from 1946 to 1972, and its current use primarily houses county offices with a few buildings being
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leased to local businesses or services. Nearly all of the hospital buildings were constructed of brick with the most significant buildings being the patient wards - long, narrow, single-story buildings arranged in rows with enclosed connecting corridors and sidewalks. The majority of the hospital buildings were organized in long rectangular pavilions in uniform rows along streets with a grid-like plan. Spaces in between the pavilions generally contain grass, trees and shrubs. Buildings were arranged hierarchically, with the administration building, physician and nurses quarters, and medical clinics at the north end of the complex, industrial buildings at the south end, and patient wards and service buildings in the center. Buildings were designed as modern and functional structures with a straightforward use of materials, namely brick on concrete foundations, and gabled or flat roofs according to use. Windows were double-hung or fixed with wooden muntins dividing them into multiple lights. Doors were wood paneled with upper lights and most interior finishes were smooth gypsum board. In general, the DeWitt Hospital retains much of its historic integrity in terms of internal setting, location, materials, workmanship, and feeling. It no longer has integrity of association due to its change in use. Most of the remaining original hospital buildings have not been significantly altered in their footprints or general exterior appearance. Approximately sixty percent of the original hospital buildings remain standing, nearly all of which are in good condition and currently or recently occupied. The core of the DeWitt Hospital complex retains much of its historic military and institutional feel. Approximately half of the patient wards, all of the enlisted men’s barracks (later converted to wards) and nearly all service and utility type buildings remain, as do the theater, chapel, gymnasium and swimming pool. Buildings no longer in existence include the administration building, six officer’s quarters, four medical buildings and seventeen patient wards. The northern portion of the DeWitt property contains two noncontributing post World War II modern office buildings located outside of the district boundaries. These offices occupy the periphery of the property thus leaving a sixty-three acre portion of the original hospital complex significantly intact. The one large noncontributing building within the district is a Butler manufactured metal maintenance garage located on the southeast corner of the property. The southern portion of the property also contains small garage structures that are noncontributing. In summary, the integrity of the DeWitt Hospital’s World War II era building design, materials, layout and setting contribute to a cohesive sixty-three acre district representing its feeling of historic time and place. The hospital’s remaining structures retain their appearance as a World War II military hospital, conveying their sense of history. The property reflects its military complex layout and is distinguished from its surroundings by its architecture, street pattern and building placement.

Narrative Description

Note: A substantial amount of information provided in this nomination application is derived from the following document prepared by William Kostura, architectural historian, URS Corporation: State of California Department of Parks and Recreation Primary Record (DPR 523L) Forms, April 2002. Where applicable, excerpts from this document are used to provide historical information and descriptions of the site and buildings. Any subsequent changes to the buildings and site post-dating this report is noted and described. Historical information not derived from this document will also be noted as such.
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General Description of the DeWitt Hospital Complex

DeWitt General Hospital was constructed in 1943 as a permanent World War II Army medical facility designed to treat injured American soldiers. The hospital site consisted of approximately 220 acres and was designed to be a self-contained facility that included over eighty buildings, a circulation system of roads, sidewalks, and enclosed corridors as well as utility infrastructure including a steam power plant, reservoir, incinerator and sewage treatment plant. When constructed, the hospital was located in a rural area approximately three miles north of downtown Auburn, California. At present, this area retains some of its rural character to the north and west of the hospital site but the northeast and southeast portion is becoming more suburban in nature as development continues along State Highway 49. Since its construction and operation as a military hospital and state mental hospital, the DeWitt Hospital site has undergone some significant modifications. Most notably, approximately thirty percent of its original structures have been recently demolished in the northwest and western portion of the site. Noncontributing structures include two large, modern county government buildings that have been constructed on the northwestern periphery of the property. To the west of the hospital site and west of Richardson Drive is a juvenile hall and County jail; both were constructed after World War II. A Home Depot store was constructed on the eastern periphery of the property to the east of First Street. At present, a collection of original buildings remains on sixty-three acres stretching from the southern to the central and northeastern portion of the property.

The DeWitt hospital complex has had three uses since its construction, a World War II military hospital from 1943 to 1945, a state mental hospital from 1946 to 1972, and its current use primarily houses county offices with a few buildings being leased to local businesses or services. All of the hospital buildings were constructed of brick with the most significant buildings being the patient wards - long, narrow, single-story buildings arranged in rows with enclosed connecting corridors and sidewalks. The majority of the hospital buildings were organized in long rectangular pavilions in uniform rows along streets with a grid-like plan. Spaces in between the pavilions generally contain grass, trees and shrubs. Buildings were arranged hierarchically, with the administration building, physician and nurses quarters, and medical clinics at the north end of the complex, industrial buildings at the south end, and patient wards and service buildings in the center. Buildings were designed as modern and functional structures with a straightforward use of materials, namely brick on concrete foundations, and gabled or flat roofs according to use. Windows were double-hung or fixed with wooden muntins dividing them into multiple lights. Doors were wood paneled with upper lights and most interior finishes were smooth gypsum board. Most of the remaining original hospital buildings have not been significantly altered in their footprints or general exterior appearance. Approximately sixty percent of the original hospital buildings remain standing, nearly all of which are in good condition and currently or recently occupied. The core of the DeWitt Hospital property retains much of its historic military and institutional feel. Approximately half of the patient wards, all of the enlisted men’s barracks (later converted to wards) and nearly all service and utility type buildings remain, as do the theater, chapel, gymnasium and swimming pool. Buildings no longer
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According to architectural historian William Kostura, the DeWitt Hospital complex and its buildings were designed following a traditional model for hospitals known as the pavilion plan that “was developed to apply a scientific understanding of disease to the design of hospitals. Scientific understanding was applied both to the overall plan and to the buildings and other elements of the plan. The basic unit of the pavilion plan was the ward, a narrow, rectangular one or two-story building set in landscaped grounds and oriented so that maximum sunlight entered the building. The interior was an open space with a radiator under each window and a bed between windows. At either end of the ward was a nurses station and a sunroom or porch. Each ward was provided with a passive or mechanical ventilation system intended to keep air moving. Moving air was thought to dissipate germs. Sunlight and views of greenery were considered therapeutic. Details of the interior were designed so that every surface was easily cleaned and so that germs could not accumulate. Typical details included hard plaster walls, cover corners, and the use of minimal trim around windows and doors. In a pavilion plan hospital, as many wards as necessary were built as separate structures, all with the same orientation, so that each ward had the same exposure to light, air, greenery, and the same protection from germs. The pavilion plan was first widely used for military hospitals in Europe and America in the second half of the nineteenth century. They were also used for non-military hospitals, especially from the late nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century. Pavilion plan hospitals continued to be built until the proliferation of new technologies radically changed hospital design in the 1950s. Thus, World War II military hospitals were among the last pavilion plan hospitals to be built. All branches of the United States military built pavilion plan hospitals during World War II. One type for the U.S. Army, called ‘Type A,’ was a standard plan for general hospitals. (General hospitals provide facilities for patients with all types of problems and diseases, as opposed to station hospitals for patients with particular types of problems, such as orthopedic hospitals or sanitariums. In the hierarchy of military hospitals, station hospitals are smaller and provide fewer services than general hospitals.) This standard plan was designed by for the U.S. Army by a New York architectural firm, York and Sawyer, and was applied to sixteen hospitals built during the war. DeWitt General Hospital conformed to this standard plan in all but a few details” (2).

Like the other ‘Type A’ general hospitals, the DeWitt Hospital plan was organized into zones of similar uses. Mr. Kostura describes the overall DeWitt complex as follows: “The buildings where physicians and nurses lived and performed most of their medical tasks were at the north end of the complex, while the industrial buildings were at the south end. In between were medical buildings, patient wards, and recreational and service buildings. This geographic arrangement of uses served to insulate, first, the officers and nurses, and secondly the patients, from noise that was generated by various activities at the hospital. The largest and most important buildings in the hospital – the wards – were oriented northwest-southeast, providing sun on the long sides of the buildings all day. The other main types of buildings – the administration and staff residences at the north end and the warehouse group at the south corner – were orientated differently, expressing their different functions from those of the patient.
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Northern portion of DeWitt Hospital complex bounded by Bell Road, First Street, B Avenue and Richardson Drive:

Brick entrance gates and an expanse of lawn once occupied the north end of the complex. The lawn may have originally extended throughout much of the complex. Behind the gates and lawn at the entry stood an administration building and six other buildings that functioned as officers and nurses quarters. An officers club and mess hall for officers and nurses stood just to the south of their quarters. These buildings and entry gates were demolished between 2004 and 2013.

Today, the lawn and mature trees still occupy the northeast corner of the property while a large modern brick faced county office building, referred to as the CDRA building, and a parking lot occupying the northwest corner of the property.

Just west of the CDRA building, across Richardson Drive, is a small bungalow that pre-dates World War II. This cottage may have functioned as the commanding officer’s residence during World War II. The cottage is a single-story wood-frame residence with side-gabled roof, wood porch and concrete deck.

Four medical buildings were located just to the north of B Avenue and south of the officers club. These buildings housed dental and x-ray clinics, laboratories, surgical rooms, other clinics and medical offices. An expansive lawn also flanked these buildings. These buildings were demolished in 2010. Today the area that the medical buildings once occupied is vacant, with parking areas and a lawn with mature trees to the east and a parking lot to the west. The Larry Oddo Finance and Administration building was constructed around 2002 and now occupies what was originally the lawn area northwest of the medical buildings.

Given that all of the hospital buildings located on this portion of the property have been demolished and the bungalow pre-dates World War II, this area is not included in the district boundaries. The district boundaries encompass sixty-three acres and include the following portions of the hospital property described as follows:

Central portion of DeWitt Hospital complex located between B and D Avenues and Richardson Drive and First Street:

Originally, thirty patient wards were arranged in four blocks between B and D Avenues. Central to these wards were three service buildings that held a canteen, post office, recreation hall for
ambulatory patients, and a kitchen and mess hall for patients. A chapel is located at the east end of the wards between B and C Avenues. Lawn and mature trees extend throughout the patient ward areas. Today, seventeen of the patient wards are no longer standing and the area they once occupied is now vacant land. The majority of the wards were demolished between 2008 and 2013. Most of the thirteen remaining patient wards are located on the eastern end of the complex between B and C Avenues.

Southern portion of DeWitt Hospital complex located south of D Avenue and north of Atwood Road:

Barracks for enlisted men (converted to wards in 1945), a theater, mess hall and recreation building occupy the southeast portion of the complex and are bounded by D and F Avenues and First and Second Streets. Some lawn and trees also extend throughout the barracks area. To the south of Avenues E and F is an industrial area containing the following buildings that once served as auto repair, shop, utility, laundry, warehouses, firehouse, and power house. The southeastern area also has a gymnasium and swimming pool that continue to function as such. The remains of a small earthen reservoir that once served as the hospital’s fresh water supply is located just to the east of the gymnasium and swimming pool. This reservoir is not included in the district boundaries as it is no longer in use.

Descriptions of Buildings

Nearly all of the World War II-era buildings at the DeWitt General Hospital are similar in plan, structural type and materials. Stylistically, nearly all of the hospital buildings were brick and built in a modern and utilitarian design, without reference to historical styles. Only the chapel (existing) and the administration building (demolished) expressed a restrained colonial revival style. The predominant buildings, the patient wards and enlisted men’s barracks (later converted to patient wards) are long, narrow rectangles in plan. They are oriented with their long sides running northwest to southeast in order for the large, regularly spaced windows to allow ample light into the interior. These buildings had gable roofs with eaves flush with the walls, louvered gable vents and roof-ridge monitors providing ventilation. A fall 1945 Auburn Journal article reports that air conditioning in every building except warehouses was to be installed (DeWitt Plans Air Conditioning). All foundations are reinforced concrete, some being a few inches to a few feet in height. Walls are made of brick laid in common bond. Originally the bricks were left unpainted, but an August 1945 Auburn Journal report notes that they were painted with a light cream color waterproof coating (Paint Job Finished). At some point in time most buildings have been painted tan and a few have been sandblasted to expose the original brick. Original windows have wood frames and wood sash, and are divided into lights by wooden muntins. Most of these windows are double hung, with multiple lights in each sash. Some buildings have either replaced windows in their original frames and a few have been boarded up. All other DeWitt General Hospital buildings, with the exception of the gymnasium were similarly constructed of brick on cement foundations. Most service and utility buildings had flat roofs where eaves overhung the walls by several inches to a foot. Windows had wooden frames, some were fixed multiple light and others were double hung multiple light sash windows. Many
original doors have been replaced, but some original door frames remain. Wheelchair ramps have been added to most buildings and some buildings have roof mount solar panels. Most interiors have been remodeled. Originally, most interiors were probably finished with smooth gypsum board walls and ceilings and minimal door and ceiling moldings. Smooth surfaces were easy to clean and fostered sanitary conditions.

A tally of existing contributing buildings that date to World War II is as follows:

- Wards for patients: 13
- Enlisted men’s barracks (converted to wards in 1945): 11
- Staff and patient services (mess halls, chapel, post office, theater, recreation buildings, etc): 10
- Warehouses, laundry, shop buildings, power plant, etc: 15

A tally of World War II era DeWitt Hospital buildings no longer in existence include:

- Administration: 1
- Physicians’ and nurses’ quarters: 6
- Officers’ club and mess room: 2
- Medical buildings (surgery, laboratory, dental clinic, x-ray clinic): 4
- Wards for patients: 17
- Water treatment plant, sewage treatment plant, and incinerator: 7

Descriptions of existing buildings in the DeWitt hospital district are as follows, beginning at the north end and continuing south. All buildings are rectangular in plan and of brick construction unless otherwise noted.

**Patient Wards (Buildings 107 to 117, 211 and 212)**

These thirteen buildings constitute the majority of the patient wards that remain standing from the original thirty patient wards. Each building is thirty feet in width and one story in height, with a high concrete foundation and an end-gabled roof. The foundation is raised to a level about four feet above ground, with brick walls above. The north and south ends of these buildings were devoted to common areas in the form of sun porches, and originally featured continuous bands of six-over-six double-hung wood sash windows that stretched across the facades and continued around to the sides. These windows are held in place by heavy, exposed wood framing which also supports the roof. A course of brick sills broken only by the central entry unites these windows. Centrally placed entry doors are topped by transoms of six lights. The gabled area of the façade is composed of fixed windows of multiple lights and a metal louvered vent.

On the long sides of these buildings are ranges of uniformly spaced windows with six-over-six double-hung wood sash. These windows have brick sills and rise to the eave line.

Inside each building, an interior brick wall separates the sun porch area from the patient ward. Within the patient ward, wall and ceiling surfaces were of smooth manufactured wallboard (probably gypsum board), with minimal door and ceiling moldings. Patient beds were placed
against the walls between the window openings. Most of the interior spaces have been altered and do not retain their original finish.

These buildings were connected by brick corridors with flat roofs, brick buttresses, and eight-over-eight double hung wood sash windows. As many as eight ward buildings are connected by these corridors.

These buildings have been altered to varying degrees since they were first constructed. Buildings 111-113 and 115 have intact facades save for the replacement of windows, doors and front steps. The north side of building 114 is relatively intact behind a modern porch addition. The south ends of six buildings (107-110, 116, 117) have been altered with facings of stucco or wood to replace or cover some of the windows. With the exception of building 110, the long façade of each building and their connecting corridors have many or most original windows in place and are otherwise little altered. Building 110 has the most notable alteration in that a portion of its western façade has been removed to create a larger main entry and a small infill addition on its southern side connecting to building 111. Buildings 108 and 117 also have small additions on their southern ends. Nearly all of these buildings have two small wooden additions on the north and south end of their west façade that were delineated on a hospital site map dated 1963.

Chapel (Building 118)
The chapel is located on First Street, between B and C Avenues, at the end of the row of ward buildings 110-117. This building has a front gabled roof the rises to a square steeple with a tall, pyramidal cap. The steeple is made of wood and has louvered vents in each side. Windows divided into lights by wood muntins include the circular windows in the front and rear gable areas that light the interior. All other window have been replaced with metal sash. The central entry features paired wood panel door. The interior has brick wall surfaces and open wood trusses that support the wooden roof. Stylistically, this is a restrained version of an early New England church. An expansive lawn can be found in front of the building. The exterior and interior of the building are little altered.

Service Buildings (Buildings 208, 209 and 210)
This cluster of buildings functioned as a patients’ auditorium and library (208); post office, canteen and offices (209); and mess hall and kitchen for patients (210). These buildings were placed close together and were connected by a sidewalk. The most significant changes to these structures consist of three small additions, including the enclosure of the connecting sidewalk which essentially joins these buildings together. Two additions are constructed of brick and were designed to resemble the original construction and one addition is stucco. The three buildings were originally surrounded on three sides by patient wards buildings. Today patient wards exist on the north and east sides. The patient wards to the west were demolished in 2013 and their site is now a vacant lot. Descriptions of the three buildings are as follows:

Auditorium and Library (Building 208) – This building is generally cruciform in plan and has a high, central nave with a gabled roof, and low wings with flat roofs. Buttresses of brick, with
sloping tops, add support to the roof. Most windows in the central nave have twelve-over-twelve double hung windows, while those in the wings have replacement metal sash windows. The exterior of this building has been little altered except for a small brick addition to the south wing. The northern wing has been sandblasted exposing the original brick while the nave portion is painted cream.

Post Office, Canteen and Offices (Building 209) – This building is U-shaped in plan, has a flat roof with extended eaves, and has brick-clad columns. The windows have replacement metal sashes. Most of its wall surfaces have been sandblasted. There is a small stucco addition on its south façade and a small brick addition on its northwest corner.

Mess Hall and Kitchen (Building 210) – This building is roughly H-shaped in plan, with a flat roof, brick-clad columns, and original twelve-over-twelve double hung windows. It is little altered.

Enlisted Men’s Barracks (Buildings 309-314 and 320-324) These one-story buildings are similar in size, shape and materials to the patient ward buildings, save that their ends are devoid of windows, and are pierced only by central entries with eight-light transoms. Most of the original wooden doors in these buildings have been replaced with newer metal doors. Windows in the long façades have double-hung wooden sash divided into lights by muntins. Ten of these eleven buildings were converted into patient wards in 1945. Save for the replacement doors, these buildings and their connecting corridors have generally few exterior alterations. Only the south façades of buildings 313 and 314 has been altered with an infill addition between these buildings.

Enlisted Men’s Mess Hall and Recreation Building (Buildings 318 and 319) Both of these are one-story buildings. The mess hall for enlisted men, Building 318, has a flat roof, twelve-over-twelve wood sash windows and a replacement front door with original sidelights. Save for a few bricked-in windows, it is little altered. Building 319, which was probably a recreation building for enlisted men, has a gabled roof, six-over-six wood sash windows, an original door with nine upper lights and two lower panels, and an eight-light transom over the door. It is little altered.

Theater Building (315) This two-story building has an extremely slight-pitched, almost flat roof, two-over-four wood sash windows, paired wood doors with upper lights and lower panels, and a covered front porch, of wood. A lawn can be found in front of this building. The exterior is little altered. The interior contains the original stage and the original seating was recently removed and preserved.

Shops, Storage and Morgue (Buildings 306 and 307-308) These one-story buildings have flat roofs. Building 306 has replacement windows and doors. Building 307-308 has original six-over-six wood sash windows and replacement doors.

Laundry (Building 301) and Warehouses (Buildings 302-305)
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These one-story buildings have flat roofs. Central vehicle entries can be found on the short façades. In the long sides, most of the original paired twelve-over-twelve windows have been replaced by metal sash windows, but some original windows remain. Except for a few small additions these buildings have been little altered.

Gymnasium (Building 410)
This is a wood-framed building that is one of the taller of the World War II-era buildings in the hospital complex. The cladding of cement-asbestos shingles is original. The building is devoid of windows. The small, projecting entrance pavilion on the west side appears to be an addition. The building is still used as a gymnasium, but the interior finished have been completely remodeled.

Swimming Pool and Changing Room (Buildings 411 and 412)
The outdoor swimming pool is rectangular and dates to World War II. Adjacent to it are two one-story brick changing rooms with a gable roof and wood casement windows.

Utility Area (Buildings 413, 416 – 420 and 423)
Located south of F Avenue, this is a somewhat dispersed cluster of shop buildings. The original use of these buildings were: garage (416), firehouse (417), stone mason’s storage (418), Engineer’s Department (419, 420, 423). Building 413 may have been an auto shop. Building 413 is a small brick building with a flat roof, a vehicle canopy, and wood sash windows divided into multiple lights. Building 416, demolished in 2009, was clad with cement-asbestos shingles and four vehicle bays took up nearly all of the building. Building 417 is brick and has three vehicle bays for fire engines. The wooden hose tower on its west side appears to be an addition. Building 418 is brick and has a gabled roof, while buildings 419, 420 and 423 are also brick but have flat roofs. Save for the replacement of original windows in Buildings 418 and 419 and the hose tower addition at Building 417, these buildings are little altered.

Power Plant (Building 500)
This building on the west side of Richardson Drive is constructed of reinforced concrete and is about forty feet in height. It has a very slightly pitched roof that is almost flat, industrial steel sash windows of many lights, and metal louvered vents near the top of the building. The exterior of the building is little altered.

The one large noncontributing building within the district is a Butler manufactured metal maintenance garage located on the southeast corner of the property. The southern portion of the property also contains four smaller noncontributing garage structures.

Numbered List of Contributing and Noncontributing Structures (see map in section 9)

Contributing Structures
1. Patient Ward Building 107
2. Patient Ward Building 108
3. Patient Ward Building 109
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4. Patient Ward Building 110
5. Patient Ward Building 111
6. Patient Ward Building 112
7. Patient Ward Building 113
8. Patient Ward Building 114
9. Patient Ward Building 115
10. Patient Ward Building 116
11. Patient Ward Building 117
12. Chapel, Building 118
13. Auditorium and Library, Building 208
14. Post Office, Canteen, and Offices, Building 209
15. Patient Mess Hall and Kitchen, Building 210
16. Patient Ward Building 211
17. Patient Ward Building 212
18. Laundry, Building 301
19. Warehouse, Building 302
20. Warehouse, Building 303
21. Warehouse, Building 304
22. Warehouse, Building 305
23. Shop, Building 306
24. Morgue, Building 307
25. Storage, Building 308
26. Enlisted Men Barrack Building 309
27. Enlisted Men Barrack Building 310
28. Enlisted Men Barrack Building 311
29. Enlisted Men Barrack Building 312
30. Enlisted Men Barrack Building 313
31. Enlisted Men Barrack Building 314
32. Theater, Building 315
33. Enlisted Men Mess Hall, Building 318
34. Enlisted Men Recreation, Building 319
35. Enlisted Men Barrack Building 320
36. Enlisted Men Barrack Building 321
37. Enlisted Men Barrack Building 322
38. Enlisted Men Barrack Building 323
39. Enlisted Men Barrack Building 324
40. Gymnasium, Building 410
41. Swimming Pool
42. Swimming Pool Changing Room, Building 411
43. Swimming Pool Storage, Building 412
44. Auto Shop, Building 413
45. Fire Station, Building 417
46. Mason’s Storage, Building 418
47. Engineer’s Department and Utility Yard, Building 419
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Name of Property
48. Engineer’s Department and Utility Yard, Building 420
49. Engineer’s Department and Utility Yard, Building 423
50. Powerhouse, Building 500

List of Noncontributing Structures
51. Maintenance Garage
52. Garage
53. Garage
54. Garage
55. Garage

Historic Integrity

Location: The property retains full integrity as all buildings within the district remain in their original locations.

Design: Despite the recent demolition of approximately thirty percent of the hospital’s structures that were located on the northern and western portion of the property, the DeWitt General Hospital complex still embodies a majority of the distinctive design characteristics of a U.S. Army World War II ‘Type A’ permanent hospital. A sixty-three acre collection of original hospital buildings remains stretching from the southern to the central and eastern portion of the property. Approximately half of the patient wards, all of the enlisted men’s barracks (later converted to wards) and nearly all service and utility type buildings remain, as do the theater, chapel, gymnasium and swimming pool. Buildings no longer in existence include the administration building, six officer’s quarters, four medical buildings and seventeen patient wards. The remaining original hospital buildings have not been significantly altered in their footprints or general exterior appearance. The exterior façades of the chapel, theater, gymnasium and powerhouse have generally high integrity in all respects. The post office, patient’s mess hall, auditorium, laundry, warehouses, fire station, buildings in the utility yard, nine of the eleven enlisted men’s barracks and five of the thirteen patient wards have generally high integrity save for replacement windows, doors, steps, some awnings and wheelchair ramps. The northern façades of all eleven patient wards are relatively intact while the southern façades have been more heavily altered with replacement windows and coverings of stucco or wood replacing the sunroom glazing. The long façades and the connecting corridors of the patient wards and enlisted men’s barracks remain generally intact, often including the retention of the original windows and some original doors. The two small wooden additions on the western façades of the patient wards probably predate 1963 as they are delineated on a hospital site map dated that year. The pattern of streets and the landscaping of the property are generally intact.

Setting: There are two noncontributing large, modern county office buildings located on the periphery of the property and are not included in the district boundaries, thus leaving a significant core of the hospital property intact and resulting in a good to high quality internal setting for these remaining structures. While the area around the DeWitt property has moved from a rural to a more suburban setting along Highway 49, the property is still located at the
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The edge of Auburn’s development and retains some rural character. The DeWitt Hospital’s appearance and design characteristics are distinctly different from surrounding properties.

**Materials:** The DeWitt Hospital property retains high integrity of its most identifiable building material, namely brick buildings. Nearly all additions and building modifications are minimal in size. Some additions are constructed of brick, while others are wood or stucco and typically do not detract from the overall feel of the brick structures. Originally the buildings were not painted, but historic newspaper reports provide evidence that all buildings were painted a cream color before the end of World War II. Today, many buildings are painted a tan color and some have been sandblasted. Most buildings have retained some of their original windows along with some replacement windows fitted to the original window frames, while other windows have been boarded up or covered with wood or stucco. While most of the original wooden doors have been replaced with metal doors, some original doorframes remain and a few doors have been bricked in.

**Workmanship:** With the exception of the chapel and previously existing administration building that displayed a restrained colonial revival design, the DeWitt Hospital facilities were constructed with simple and utilitarian design and workmanship. The remaining hospital buildings on the property retain their simple character as the construction of additions, installation of air conditioning, rooftop solar panels and the replacement of doors, windows, and steps over the years are also simple and utilitarian in form and workmanship.

**Feeling:** The core of the DeWitt Hospital property retains much of its historic military and institutional feel. Approximately sixty percent of the original hospital buildings remain standing, nearly all of which are in good condition. Overall, the majority of building façades remain largely intact contributing to their feeling and appearance as World War II military hospital structures. Thus the property conveys its feeling and sense of history.

**Association:** It no longer has integrity of association due to its change in use.

In general, the DeWitt Hospital retains its historic integrity in terms of internal setting, location, materials, workmanship, and feeling. Approximately half of the patient wards, all of the enlisted men’s barracks (later converted to wards) and nearly all service and utility type buildings remain, as do the theater, chapel, gymnasium and swimming pool. Buildings no longer in existence include the administration building, six officer’s quarters, four medical buildings and seventeen patient wards. In summary, the DeWitt Hospital property building design, materials, layout and setting make the property a cohesive unit contributing to its feeling of historic time and place. The property reflects its military complex layout and is distinguished from its surroundings by its architecture, street pattern and building placement.
8. Statement of Significance

Applicable National Register Criteria
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register listing.)

A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history. [ ]

B. Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past. [x]

C. Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack individual distinction. [x]

D. Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. [ ]

Criteria Considerations
(Mark “x” in all the boxes that apply.)

A. Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes [ ]

B. Removed from its original location [ ]

C. A birthplace or grave [ ]

D. A cemetery [ ]

E. A reconstructed building, object, or structure [ ]

F. A commemorative property [ ]

G. Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years [ ]

Areas of Significance
(Enter categories from instructions.)

HEALTH/MEDICINE
ARCHITECTURE
ART
DeWitt General Hospital
Name of Property

Placer County, CA
County and State

Period of Significance
1942-1963

Significant Dates
N/A

Significant Person
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.)
Martin Ramirez

Cultural Affiliation

Architect/Builder
U.S. Army
York and Sawyer

Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes level of significance, applicable criteria, justification for the period of significance, and any applicable criteria considerations.)

DeWitt General Hospital is significant under National Register Criteria A, B and C at the local and national levels in the areas of health/medicine, art and architecture for the period 1942 to 1963. Under criterion A, DeWitt General Hospital is associated with the medical treatment of wounded servicemen during World War II, one of our nation’s most significant historic events. DeWitt General Hospital is nationally significant as it is where highly regarded surgeon, Norman Freeman, pioneered important vascular surgical techniques. DeWitt General Hospital was one of the three designated Army vascular treatment centers in the United States. The construction and operation of the DeWitt General Hospital near Auburn, California also significantly influenced
its local community economically and socially during the period 1943 to 1945. The hospital became one of the areas largest employers as well as supported various community activities including education, social outreach and entertainment. A nurses training program was established at the hospital, local social groups and individuals volunteered to help with patient care and morale as well as fundraising efforts for improving the hospital facilities. Area residents participated in entertainment activities at the hospital including dances held in the hospital auditorium and USO shows held in the hospital theater. The hospital’s local economic significance continued after the war as the facility was converted into a state mental institution in 1946 and renamed the DeWitt State Hospital where it remained one of the area’s largest economic drivers and employers until its closure in 1972. In addition, the DeWitt State Hospital is locally, regionally and perhaps nationally significant in the areas of medical treatment and art due to its association with artist and psychologist Tarmo Pasto, an early researcher in the area of artistic expression and psychology theory which influenced the development of the field of art therapy as treatment for mental illness. Related to this significance is DeWitt State Hospital’s eligibility under National Register criterion B due to its association with internationally recognized outsider artist, Martin Ramirez. The period of significance for the DeWitt Hospital’s association with Ramirez is 1948 to 1963, the years that he created his most notable artwork while in residence as a patient at the hospital. Tarmo Pasto and the Dewitt Hospital staff and facilities were crucial to the discovery and creation of Ramirez’s artwork that has achieved recognition through local and national art exhibits as early as 1951. The importance of Martin Ramirez’s work is nationally recognized by the recent issuance of U.S. postage stamps featuring his artwork. Thus, the DeWitt Hospital property is significant in several ways to local and national historic contexts of health/medicine and art. Considering its association with Martin Ramirez, the DeWitt Hospital property is also nominated under the cover of the Latinos in 20th Century California MPS, under the associated contexts Latinos in the Arts, as an example of the Residences and Studios of Prominent Persons property type. Furthermore, the DeWitt Hospital property is significant in the area of architecture in a national historic context under National Register criterion C as it is an example of the large-scale planning and construction that was required during World War II to meet national defense needs for the medical treatment of American soldiers wounded in the war. DeWitt Hospital is located approximately three miles north of Auburn, California. Like many of the general hospitals constructed in the United States during the last two years of World War II, the DeWitt site was chosen because of its location in a coastal state with flat terrain, moderate weather, proximity to a civilian work force and access to transportation routes such as a highway and train station. Despite the demolition of approximately thirty percent of the hospital’s structures, the DeWitt General Hospital complex still embodies a majority of the distinctive design characteristics of the U.S. Army ‘Type A’ general hospitals constructed during World War II. The DeWitt hospital is also one of the last two remaining examples of its type. The period of significance for the operation of the DeWitt General Hospital is 1942 to 1945, the years that the complex was designed, built and operated as a military hospital.
Health/medicine

Under National Register Criterion A, the DeWitt Hospital is nationally and locally significant in the area of health/medicine during its uses as an Army general hospital and a state mental hospital. The period of significance is from 1943 to 1945 when the facility operated as a World War II Army general hospital and from 1946 to 1963, the years that the facility functioned as a state mental hospital and residence of artist Martin Ramirez.

During World War II, many of the Army general hospitals specialized in one or more types of treatment. Among the ‘Type A’ pavilion plan general hospitals such as DeWitt, specialties included orthopedic surgery, psychiatry, treatment of syphilis, plastic surgery, ophthalmologic surgery, treatment of rheumatic fever, neurology, neurosurgery and vascular surgery. In addition to performing general medical care, amputations and general surgery, these hospitals may have specialized in as many as four or five areas. The specialties at DeWitt were general medicine, neurology, neurosurgery, vascular surgery and psychiatry (Kostura 17). Doctor Norman Freeman, a recognized expert in vascular surgery, was assigned to DeWitt General Hospital in 1945 as Chief of Surgery. Freeman graduated from the Yale School of Medicine and furthered his training as a National Research Fellow at Harvard under the famous professor of physiology, Walter B. Cannon. After which, Freeman completed his surgical residency at Massachusetts General Hospital under Edward D. Churchill. In 1936, Freeman was appointed the J. William White Assistant Professor of Surgical Research at the University of Pennsylvania and was made the Chief of Vascular Surgery at Pennsylvania Hospital in 1938. From that point forward, Freeman confined himself entirely to vascular surgery, in effect becoming the first physician in this specialty in the United States. During his four years of service in the Army, Freeman is know to have continued his clinical research in vascular surgery where, according to the Journal of Vascular Surgery, he “pioneered many direct reconstructive vascular surgical techniques. As an example, at that time, arteriovenous fistulas were commonly treated by quadruple ligation. Freeman’s contribution was to divide the arteriovenous communication and directly reconstruct the vessels with restoration of normal blood flow” (Connolly). In 1946, Freeman reported 18 successful operations utilizing this new surgical technique at DeWitt General Hospital to the American Surgical Association and was awarded the Army Commendation Ribbon for his innovation in arterial repair. Because of Freeman’s innovation, DeWitt Hospital was the only Army Vascular Center to carry out routine arteriography at that time. After the war, Freeman joined the Department of Surgery at the University of California in San Francisco where he continued his innovative research and clinical practice in vascular surgery until his retirement (Connolly and Freeman).

The end of World War II led to a significant shift in ownership and medical focus for DeWitt Hospital. Despite that DeWitt was constructed as a permanent military general hospital for the intent of its possible conversion into a Veterans Administration medical center, the Army closed the hospital on December 31, 1945 and sold the facility to the State of California in 1946. At
this time, California’s mental institutions were overcrowded by 6,300 patients, or about 24 percent, with the expectation that these conditions would continue as new mental health institutions were not scheduled to open until 1951. As a result, DeWitt became California’s eighth mental hospital and subsequently its name was changed to DeWitt State Hospital. California had mental hospitals located in Stockton (1853), Napa (1875), Agnews in San Jose (1889), Mendocino (1894), Patton (1894), Metropolitan in Norwalk (1916), and Camarillo (1937). Until 1950, DeWitt only received patients from other, overcrowded state mental hospitals (Kostura 20-21). The transfer of one patient from Stockton, Martin Ramirez in 1948, became of particular significance not only the hospital’s history, but also to the history of the region and the practice of psychology. Due to his older age and diagnosis of tuberculosis, Martin Ramirez, a Mexican who immigrated to California in 1925, was transferred to DeWitt State Hospital. Shortly after his transfer, Ramirez came into contact with Tarmo Pasto, a professor of art and psychology at Sacramento State University. Pasto was of Finnish American decent and academically trained in art, humanities and psychology at Cornell University and the University of New York. Pasto’s relocation to Sacramento, California was prompted by his fascination with the landscapes and deserts of the American West that he encountered during his military service in California during World War II (Espinosa 27). Pasto is credited with being one of psychology’s more notable early pioneers in the study of artistic expression and psychology theory and his research influenced the establishment of the field of art therapy as treatment for mental illness (Junge 5-15). Pasto became familiar with DeWitt State Hospital through Paul Kivisto, a colleague and the senior clinical psychologist at DeWitt. During the years that Pasto was an art and psychology professor at Sacramento State University he received permission from DeWitt administration to visit the hospital with his students for observational learning. On one of his visits, Pasto noticed a drawing that was created by Martin Ramirez that hospital staff had posted on the screen door to the hospital’s solarium. Pasto recognized the artistic talent displayed by Ramirez in this drawing and instructed hospital staff to collect and date his drawings for research purposes. In 1952, Pasto was awarded a fellowship from the Ford Foundation Fund for the Advancement of Education enabling him to more closely study Ramirez’s case as well as other patients at DeWitt that were also engaged in creating paintings or sculpture. In 1956 Pasto was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to continue his art and psychology research in Finland (Anderson 179 and Tarmo Pasto). Pasto also received a grant from the National Institute of Mental Health allowing him to continue his study of hospitalized psychiatric patients, California Youth Authority clients and adult prisoners in California in the mid1960s to evaluate the usefulness of art therapy in California Institutions (Rubin 234-235). During this same time, Pasto was a member and officer of the American Society chapter of the International Society of Psychopathology of Expression, an organization which provided a forum for conferences and publications of early art therapists ultimately leading to the establishment of the profession of art therapy and the American Art Therapy Association. Besides his own research contribution, Pasto influenced the noteworthy careers of two other art therapists, Cay Drachnik and Don Uhlin, both of whom also advanced the profession of art therapy in California (Junge 5-15). Cay Dracknik who was well known for her legislative efforts in advancing the field of art therapy was appointed to the State of California Health Facilities Advisory Board and served as president of the American Art Therapy Association (Art Therapy 17). Dracknik also assisted Don Uhlin, an art professor at Sacramento State University who collaborated with Pasto in art therapy in creating treatments for hospitalized patients.
therapy research, in establishing the university’s art therapy graduate program (Kramer et al. 93 and Drachnik 18). In summary, the work of Doctor Norman Freeman and Professor Tarmo Pasto at DeWitt Hospital was directly and indirectly critical to the advancement of vascular surgery and art therapy thus supporting the hospital’s historic significance in the area of health/medicine.

Additionally, the operation of the DeWitt Hospital was locally significant as its construction and operation as a World War II Army general hospital and later as a state mental hospital constituted the Auburn area’s driving economic force and the community’s largest employer from the period 1943 to 1972. In 1939, with the anticipation of America’s possible entry into World War II, the United States began mobilizing troops and constructing military barracks and other facilities, including the planned expansion of hospital facilities. Policy directing the establishment of hospital facilities changed several times during the war. Initially the military focused on expanding its existing hospital facilities since this approach would be faster than constructing entirely new hospitals. However, by 1940 the addition of beds to existing hospitals proved unsatisfactory and additional hospital facilities were developed in two ways. One approach was to acquire civilian hospitals and other properties such as hotels and schools and convert them into military hospitals. Another method was to construct cantonment type hospitals consisting of rows of one-story wood-framed structures that were considered temporary. Later, in consideration of safety and veteran concerns, hospitals of more permanent materials, namely brick, were constructed. By mid-1942, hospital design refinements led to the development of another hospital plan, known as ‘Type A’ pavilion plan to be constructed of mostly one-story brick permanent structures (Kostura 13-15). In conjunction with this new hospital design policy were military policies regarding the location of new hospitals that ultimately influenced the selection of Auburn, California as a military general hospital site.

Similar to the military’s fluctuating policies on hospital design were their policies on determining locations for general hospitals. Initial policy was to locate hospitals near large Army training camps. However, these camps were rarely near large centers of population and thus lacked access to a civilian work force to staff hospital positions. With the United States full involvement in the war in early 1942, fear of air attack from overseas influenced a decision to place hospitals in interior states of the country, between the Appalachians and Sierras. Unfortunately this policy proved difficult with the transportation of patients from the Pacific and European theaters to hospitals as ports of debarkation were located on the coasts. Consequently this policy was modified later in 1942 and eventually rescinded resulting in more than half of the general hospitals being located in coastal states. Other factors influencing the determination of hospital location were proximity to rail lines, moderate weather, and flat terrain. One last factor, the proximity of wounded soldiers to their hometowns, was not considered until almost all hospital locations had been decided. Being one of the last hospitals to be designated, the construction of DeWitt General Hospital was in accordance with this later policy (Kostura 17).

With economic interests in mind and patriotic support, many communities lobbied to be selected as the sites of hospitals. A September 5, 1942 newspaper editorial written by the Placer Herald editor, W.A. Shepard, is credited as starting the campaign to bring a military hospital to Auburn.
The Auburn Chamber of Commerce and Congressman Harry L. Englebright, representative for Placer, Nevada and Yuba Counties spearheaded the campaign by contacting the Army Surgeon General in Washington. The DeWitt site was selected because of its location in a coastal state with flat terrain, moderate weather, proximity to a civilian work force (Auburn’s population was approximately 4,000) and access to transportation routes such as a highway and train station. After a site inspection by the District Engineer in Sacramento, Congress gave construction approval and appropriated funds on March 25, 1943 (Kostura 17-18 and Rushton). A major contracting firm from San Francisco, McDonald and Kahn was awarded the construction contract that eventually totaled nearly six million dollars. Construction of the hospital began on April 7, 1943 and its formal opening ceremony was held on February 27, 1944. Local newspapers routinely reported on the hospital’s construction progress, civilian employment figures and community involvement activities. For example, the Placer Herald reported on August 7, 1943 that approximately nine hundred construction workers were employed along with a noted shortage of carpenters(The War Hospital). A year after the hospital’s official opening, the March 22, 1945 issue of the Auburn Journal reported that DeWitt hospital housed 1,747 patients, 510 enlisted men, 253 commissioned officers, 105 WACs and employed 511 civilians (DeWitt Plans Broadcast). Population totals for DeWitt Hospital near the end of the war were reported in the August 23, 1945 Auburn Journal as 2,221 patients, 130 commissioned officers, 177 commissioned nurses, 617 enlisted men, 171 WACs and 492 civilian employees (Population at DeWitt). Despite that the number of civilian employees at DeWitt was reduced to approximately five hundred staff after construction tapered and hospital operations expanded, the hospital was one of the area’s largest employers totaling one million dollars in annual payroll (Placer Herald and Leonard). In addition to staffed positions, many of the Auburn area residents and organizations provided volunteer services, recreational and educational opportunities, and donated goods to assist the recovering patients at the hospital. Various newspaper reports and a local news magazine highlighted the community’s generosity that included financial contributions to construct a solarium, donations of books, pianos, radios, recreation equipment, flowers and musical accompaniment at the chapel, Christmas trees, stockings, greeting cards, fruitcake and Christmas gifts. Social engagement included local and USO organized shows at the theater, Red Cross organized dances in the auditorium, parties in private homes, outings to ball games, drives along the American River and visits to Lake Tahoe (Leonard 34-39). In addition, Auburn’s educational community provided educational opportunities to the hospital’s patients and staff. Private tutoring, high school and Placer college classes were offered and a psychiatric nurses training school was established (Graduate 8; Patients Receive Diplomas and Nursing School).

In light of the substantial economic and social impact that DeWitt hospital made on the Auburn community, the end of the war caused considerable public concern over the facility’s future use. Some community leaders lobbied for the conversion of DeWitt to a Veteran’s Administration hospital, but this use was rejected despite that its permanent brick construction was authorized in part to keep this option available. The Army ceased hospital operations at DeWitt on December 31, 1945 and sold the facility to the State of California in 1946. At this time, California’s mental institutions were overcrowded by twenty-four percent, roughly 6,300 patients, with the expectation that these conditions would continue as new mental health institutions were not
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scheduled to open until 1951. As a result, DeWitt became California’s eighth mental hospital and subsequently its name was changed to DeWitt State Hospital. Until 1950, the DeWitt mental hospital was considered temporary and only received patients from other overcrowded state mental hospitals. After 1950, DeWitt was reclassified as a permanent state mental facility and began accepting new patients from Modoc, Lassen, Plumas, Sierra, Nevada, Yuba, Sutter, Placer, El Dorado, counties as well as Yolo, Butte and Sacramento counties in 1952 (Kostura 20-21 and Rushton).

Regardless of the concern expressed in newspaper editorials over the mental hospital’s stigma impacts on the Auburn community, DeWitt hospital’s local economic significance continued after the war. According to a September 12, 1952 Placer Herald news article, the DeWitt State Hospital employed seven hundred workers to care for three thousand patients, making it the largest economic unit in the Auburn area. This article also notes that five hundred of the hospital employees made a direct contribution to the community as they resided in the community’s neighborhoods and half of whom owned their home (22 sec 4). Other news articles and personal accounts further support DeWitt hospital’s economic significance to the area. Connie Queen, a psychiatric technician and LVN employed at DeWitt reported to the Auburn Journal, “All our neighbors worked at DeWitt. In those days, it seemed as if 75 percent of Auburn worked there...it was our bread and butter” (Rushton). Indeed, this statement reflects DeWitt hospital’s economic importance as it was the area’s largest employer and its operation contributed approximately seven million dollars annually into the Auburn-Grass Valley economy (Rushton and Carroll). In 1971, Governor Ronald Reagan mandated the closure of several state mental institutions due to combined circumstances of budget cutbacks, intolerable living conditions at state mental hospitals and changes in modern treatment of mental illness. Thus, the DeWitt State Hospital’s local economic and historic significance for the period 1946 to 1972 ended with the transfer and discharge of its last patients scheduled for the spring of 1972 (DeWitt Patient Transfer Starts).

Art

Under National Register Criterion B, the DeWitt Hospital is significant in the area of art in national and local historic contexts from the period 1948 to 1963 as it is the facility where nationally recognized outsider artist Martin Ramirez lived and created his artwork. Due to its association with Martin Ramirez, the DeWitt Hospital property is also nominated under the cover of the Latinos in 20th Century California MPS, under the associated contexts Latinos in the Arts, as an example of the Residences and Studios of Prominent Persons property type.

Martin Ramirez immigrated to California in 1925 in hopes of finding work to help support his wife and children who stayed behind to work the family’s small ranchero in Mexico. Martin’s plan to periodically send money home to his family worked for about five years before it was interrupted by the Great Depression and by the Cristero Rebellion in Mexico. By 1930, the rebellion had recently ended and the United States entered into the Great Depression. Despite that thousands of Mexicans were deported and many voluntarily returned home after losing their jobs during the Great Depression, Ramirez was not deported and chose to remain in California,
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though he was likely vagrant or unemployed like most Mexican immigrants. On January 9, 1931 Ramirez was apprehended by police in San Joaquin County California and was committed to Stockton State Hospital because he was “confused and unable to care for himself” (Espinosa 24). Ramirez was first diagnosed with manic depression but throughout his institutionalization he was also diagnosed with dementia praecox, catatonic form and incurable schizophrenia. However, the true extent of his mental illness remains unclear due in large part to cultural and language barriers as well as racism against Mexican immigrants. While living conditions at the Stockton hospital were overcrowded and understaffed, it is reported that Martin was quiet, well behaved, well nourished, well rested and was assigned to work on the hospital grounds, dairy farm and gardens. Ramirez stayed at Stockton State Hospital for seventeen years. Due to his age, diagnosis of tuberculosis and overcrowded conditions at Stockton, Martin Ramirez was transferred to DeWitt State Hospital in 1948 and resided there until his death in 1963 (Espinosa 19-29).

The relocation of Ramirez to DeWitt State Hospital was pivotal to his life as an artist. Despite the notably horrid living conditions at state mental hospitals across the nation, Martin’s stay at DeWitt was significantly improved compared to Stockton as it was less crowded and opportunities for entertainment, recreation and church services were provided. It is reported that Ramirez had brief conversations with the Irish priest who spoke some Spanish and held Sunday services at the hospital chapel. Martin also had access to magazines and publications from the hospital library and viewed popular movies in the small hospital theater. Arts-and-crafts classes were offered on a weekly basis and some patients had access to the library that held books and magazines donated by residents of the Auburn community. These more favorable conditions influenced his artistic production. Ramirez is considered an untrained, or outsider artist as no evidence exists to show that he had any experience or history with an arts and crafts background. Martin’s family reports that he must have first begun to draw in the late 1920s as some drawings appeared in the margins or backsides of letters that he sent them. Ramirez also created some drawings of reasonable artistic merit during his stay at Stockton State Hospital as medical staff there saved some of his artwork and sent it to his family after he was transferred to DeWitt. However, Ramirez’s artwork was not evaluated or preserved as art until after his encounter with artist and psychologist Tarmo Pasto (Espinosa 26-30).

Shortly after his transfer to DeWitt State Hospital, Martin Ramirez came into contact with Tarmo Pasto, a professor of art and psychology at Sacramento State University who routinely visited the hospital with his students for observational learning. On one of his visits, Pasto noticed a Ramirez drawing that hospital staff had posted on the screen door to the hospital’s solarium. Pasto, recognizing the artistic talent displayed by Ramirez in this drawing, contacted the hospital staff who informed him that paper and drawing materials were often in short supply to meet the demands of Martin’s desire to draw. As a result, Pasto provided Ramirez with art supplies and instructed hospital staff to collect and date Ramirez’s drawings for his research in art expression and psychology theory. Due to Pasto’s interest, support and encouragement, Ramirez’s most productive period of artwork was from 1950 to 1956. During those years it was reported by hospital employees that Martin was engaged in art production full-time (Espinosa 27).
Ramirez’s artwork is reflective of and was influenced not only by his memories of his life in Mexico but also by his life of confinement at DeWitt where his only knowledge of the outside world was limited to the images he saw in publications and magazines and in the movies at the DeWitt State Hospital. While at DeWitt, Ramirez had access to ample publications and magazines that were donated by community residents. These publications and other images Martin saw that reflected modern life were crucial to the production of Ramirez’s work in their use as pictorial fragments in collages, visual inspiration or even used as material to draw over.

According to Brooke Davis Anderson, Director of the U.S. Biennial and former director at the Los Angeles County Art Museum and the American Folk Art Museum, the collection of Ramirez’s work “teems with traditionally Mexican motifs but also references popular American culture of the mid-twentieth century, forms an impressive map of a life lived between two worlds-two worlds in a geographical, cultural, as well as social sense” (Anderson). Besides utilizing images from his memory and from his life at DeWitt, Ramirez also utilized other artifacts from the DeWitt Hospital to create his artwork. Davis Anderson also notes that Ramirez, “began to assemble found bits of paper-candy wrappers, greeting cards, flattened paper cups, hospital supply forms, and book pages, for example-using a self made glue to create large surfaces for drawing” (Anderson). This artistic process was recorded by artists from the Sacramento area who accompanied Pasto on his visits to observe Ramirez’s daily work routine. For example, painter Wayne Thiebaud would observe Ramirez patiently glue together scraps of paper into one enormous piece of paper using a paste he made from saliva and oatmeal. To work on these large pieces Ramirez crouched over them on the floor as some measured more than forty by one hundred inches. Thiebaud also observed Ramirez’s use of media and tools which consisted of pencils, tongue depressors as straightedges, and matchsticks to apply a colored paste that he made from crayons, charcoal, red juice extract from fruits, shoe polish, his own saliva and even sometimes phlegm that he mixed in small pots he made from oatmeal and then dried on a radiator. While at DeWitt, Martin also attended and interacted with other patients engaged in art at weekly ceramics workshops where he was further encouraged to work on his drawings as they were stored in the ceramics workshop area (Espinosa 27-28).

The first formal introduction of Martin Ramirez’s work to the art community occurred in November 1951 when Tarmo Pasto organized a solo exhibit of Ramirez’s drawings on the University of California Berkeley campus (Espinosa 27). Pasto continued to introduce Ramirez’s work to other members of the art community resulting in further exhibits. For instance, Don R. Birrell, director of the E.B. Crocker Art Gallery in Sacramento organized another solo exhibition of Ramirez’s work later in 1951. In January 1954, art historian Dr. Alfred Newmeyer, who attended the Crocker exhibit, organized another solo Ramirez exhibit at the Mills College Museum of Art in Oakland, California. Later that year Pasto organized a group exhibit that included Ramirez’s work at the M.H. de Young Memorial Museum in San Francisco. Pasto also organized a Ramirez solo art exhibit on the East Coast in the 1950s at the Emily Lowe Art Center at Syracuse University in New York. In 1955, Pasto shipped ten pieces of Ramirez’s work to James Johnson Sweeney, director of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York, but an exhibition there never materialized (Espinosa 28 and Anderson 179). Despite this early recognition, it was not until the 1970s that Ramirez’s work became more widely known to the art world. In the early 1970s, artist Jim Nutt and his dealer Phyllis Kind
purchased nearly the entire collection of Ramirez’s work from Pasto and subsequently sponsored more group and solo exhibits (Storr 14). In all, Ramirez created more than 450 drawings and collages during his residence at DeWitt State Hospital (USPS). The American Folk Art Museum in New York recognized the significance of Ramirez’s work at their 2007 retrospective art exhibit that featured more than 97 of his works (American Folk Art Museum). Today, Ramirez’s work is held by private collectors and is on display at the Guggenheim Museum, the American Museum of Modern Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Crocker Art Museum. The importance of Martin Ramirez’s work was also nationally recognized by the 2015 issuance of U.S. postage stamps featuring his artwork, all of which was created at DeWitt State Hospital (USPS). According to the March 25, 2015 press release and USPS CFO and Executive Vice President, the “choice of Martin Ramirez as the subject of a Forever stamp sheet reflects the widespread — and growing — influence he has had on art in the United States, as well as on artists throughout the world, And though his name remained virtually unknown in the decade following his death in 1963, Martin Ramírez’s work has become some of the most highly valued examples of art. Today, he joins the ranks of other famous artists, such as Norman Rockwell, Georgia O’Keefe, William H. Johnson and Frida Kahlo, who have been honored on American postage stamps” (USPS). In conclusion, the artwork created by Martin Ramirez is explicitly tied to his life at the DeWitt State Hospital and is recognized as being locally and nationally historically significant in the area of art.

Architecture

DeWitt General Hospital is significant in the area of architecture in a national historic context under National Register criterion C as it is an example of the large-scale planning and construction that was required during World War II to meet national defense needs for the medical treatment of American soldiers wounded in the war. Architectural historian William Kostura states that the DeWitt General Hospital is “a distinctive example of a pavilion plan hospital. The pavilion plan is one of the most important hospital types of the past 130 years in the United States. While many examples of pavilion plan hospitals remain in this country, DeWitt is remarkable because it was a response to the very particular problems posed by World War II. It had to be built on a large scale with both speed and economy, while maintaining high standards regarding patient comfort, fire-resistance, and durability. It perpetuated the values espoused by Florence Nightingale in the 1850s in that its ward buildings were only one story in height and possessed sunrooms. Both of these features gave patients access to fresh air and natural light” (23). In total, sixty-six Army hospitals in the United States treated American soldiers wounded in World War II but not all of these were newly constructed or constructed as permanent pavilion plan hospitals. In addition to utilizing existing military hospitals, civilian hospitals, hotels and similar properties were temporarily acquired by the military for hospital use. New hospital construction consisted of twenty-six temporary cantonment wood structure hospitals and sixteen ‘Type A’ or similar brick pavilion plan Army hospitals. DeWitt General Hospital was inventoried as a permanent hospital and is one of twelve ‘Type A’ Army general hospitals designed by the architectural firm York and Sawyer (War Department and Kostura 15-16). The DeWitt hospital is also one of last remaining examples of its type. The period of
significance is 1942 to 1945, the years that DeWitt General Hospital was designed, constructed and operated as an Army general hospital.

In 1939, with the anticipation of America’s possible entry into World War II, the United States began mobilizing troops and constructing military barracks and other facilities, including the planned expansion of hospital facilities. Policy directing the establishment of hospital facilities changed several times during the war. Initially the military focused on expanding its existing hospital facilities since this approach would be faster than constructing entirely new hospitals. However, by 1940 the addition of beds to existing hospitals proved unsatisfactory and the Army Surgeon General recommended construction of cantonment type hospitals consisting of rows of one-story wood-framed structures that were considered temporary. A total of twenty-six cantonment type general hospitals were constructed in the United States during the war. Another shift in hospital development occurred in 1941 as the Army became dissatisfied with the safety of wood cantonment hospitals resulting in the construction of five “semi-permanent” hospital complexes from 1942-1943 consisting of two-story brick construction providing improved fire safety. This new hospital design was also short lived due to concerns over construction speed and costs as well as materials shortages occurring in early 1942 as the United States was fully engaged in the war (Brosin). As a result, the military returned to constructing wood cantonment hospitals in addition to acquiring and converting civilian hospitals and other properties such as hotels into hospitals from 1942 to 1943. However, at this same time, the Administrator of Veterans Affairs voiced his concern with constructing temporary hospitals citing that a problem from World War I was being repeated in that construction of temporary hospitals would have no use to serving veterans after the war. The Army Surgeon General was also interested in constructing improved hospital facilities, whereas the Army Corps of Engineers was focusing on costs. While these parties met to resolve their differences, wood construction materials were again scarce by mid 1942 and brick was more readily available. The result of these circumstances led to the development of another hospital plan, known as ‘Type A’ to be constructed of mostly one-story brick structures (Kostura 13-15).

In the fall of 1942, the Army contracted with the architectural firm, York and Sawyer to develop plans for the ‘Type A’ hospital complex. According to architectural historian, William Kostura, “York and Sawyer was a major architectural firm with a long history of designing large buildings and complexes. One of the founders was Edward Palmer York (1865-1928), who had studied at Cornell and worked as a draftsman with the firm McKim, Mead and White. The other founder, Philip Sawyer (1868-1949) worked as an engineer before turning to architecture. He attended the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris and then also went to work for McKim, Mead and White. In 1989 the two men left McKim, Mead and White to form their own firm in New York City. They quickly attracted commissions of major projects specializing in large office buildings, banks, hospitals, and colleges in New York and elsewhere. They admitted a number of partners, most importantly another former employee of McKim, Mead and White, Louis Ayres, in 1910. The firm’s work was largely classical in style. Henry Hope Reed wrote that ‘The firm had an unusual grasp of the monumental and achieving a striking visual effect that became the firm’s trademark.’ During 1908-1936 they designed more than a dozen hospitals in several states an in the Philippine Islands. During 1909-1913 they consulted to the Treasury Department, and in the
1910s Ayres served on the board that advised the Secretary of the Treasury in planning the Federal Triangle, the most elaborate complex of Federal buildings in Washington D.C. Their Commerce Building (1913) set the height and roof style for the Triangle. The selection of this firm to design Type A hospitals for the government during World War II was a natural result of their previous experience in designing hospitals and in consulting for the Federal government. No other York and Sawyer designs are known to have been built in California” (15).

The design plans for the ‘Type A’ hospital were similar to the “semi-permanent” two-story brick hospitals that were already under construction. The main differences in the ‘Type A’ design were that ward and clinic buildings were one-story in height which eliminated the need for ramps; the ward buildings measured 20 feet longer at 287 feet in total length; patient beds were arranged on both sides of the ward; and clinical facilities were better arranged. In addition, ‘Type A’ hospitals were more economical to build and the one-story wards provided better safety for patients (Kostura 15).

While the details and refinements of the ‘Type A’ hospital were designed to fit the needs of World War II America, its general form follows the pavilion plan hospital design that originated in France. The construction of the cantonment and “semi-permanent” Army hospitals also followed the pavilion plan concept. Pavilion plan hospitals, according to Kostura, “originated in France in the late eighteenth century as an antidote to the disease-ridden Hotel-Dieu, adjacent to Notre Dame Cathedral on the Ile de la Cite in Paris. Later, the pavilion type was popularized, and the form greatly refined, by Florence Nightingale as a result of her experiences in the Crimean War (mid-1850s). Believing that disease spread though harmful vapors that were emitted by the body, she pushed, with great success, for hospitals that admitted plenty of fresh air and light to each patient. She felt that large, monolithic, block-shaped hospital buildings were poorly designed for achieving these ends, whereas hospitals that were dispersed in plan could admit the air and light that was necessary for health. Instead of one large building, Nightingale favored numerous buildings that were preferably one or two stories in height. Buildings should not be so close to each other as to cast shadows on each other or interfere with air flow around and through buildings. Buildings could be connected by corridors, but there should be no enclosed courts or high walls. Buildings should be no more then thirty feet in width and arranged on a north-south axis for maximum exposure to natural light. These principles found favor in England almost soon after Nightingale’s return from the Crimean War, and in the United States after the Civil War. As the pavilion plan developed in urban areas, where real estate was valuable, hospitals sometimes grew to many stories, but in accordance with pavilion principles, wings were narrow and were widely separated from each other” (16).

Kostura further states, “The pavilion was developed to apply a scientific understanding of disease to the design of hospitals. Scientific understanding was applied both to the overall plan and to the buildings and other elements of the plan. The basic unit of the pavilion plan was the ward, a narrow, rectangular one or two-story building set in landscaped grounds and oriented so that maximum sunlight entered the building. The interior was an open space with a radiator under each window and a bed between windows. At either end of the ward was a nurses station and a sunroom or porch. Each ward was provided with a passive or mechanical ventilation
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system intended to keep air moving. Moving air was thought to dissipate germs. Sunlight and views of greenery were considered therapeutic. Details of the interior were designed so that every surface was easily cleaned and so that germs could not accumulate. Typical details included hard plaster walls, cover corners, and the use of minimal trim around windows and doors. In a pavilion plan hospital, as many wards as necessary were built as separate structures, all with the same orientation, so that each ward had the same exposure to light, air, greenery, and the same protection from germs. The pavilion plan was first widely used for military hospitals in Europe and America in the second half of the nineteenth century. They were also used for non-military hospitals, especially from the late nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century. Pavilion plan hospitals continued to be built until the proliferation of new technologies radically changed hospital design in the 1950s. Thus, World War II military hospitals were among the last pavilion plan hospitals to be built. All branches of the United States military built pavilion plan hospitals during World War II” (2).

For the Army, sixteen of the last general hospitals to be constructed followed, or nearly followed ‘Type A’ plans. DeWitt plus ten other general hospitals and one regional hospital constructed between 1943 and 1944 are identified as ‘Type A’ in plan. Two hospitals constructed in 1944, McGuire and Vaughn General Hospitals, were slightly modified to better meet Veteran’s Administration post war needs with the substitution of five two-story buildings for ordinary patient wards. Another two hospitals constructed in 1943, Ashburn and Foster General Hospitals also resembled the ‘Type A’ plan (Smith 304-313 and Brosin).

Similar to the cantonment and semi-permanent pavilion plan hospitals, the ‘Type A’ plan arranged its buildings in a hierarchy according to use. The administration building, physician’s and nurses quarters and clinic buildings were on one end of the complex; enlisted men’s barracks, warehouses and other industrial buildings were on the other end; while patient wards and service buildings were located in the center. Except for the administration building, physician’s and nurses quarters that were two-story structures, all other buildings were one-story in height. Nearly all buildings were constructed of brick and had connecting brick corridors linking most buildings in the complex. However, two ‘Type A’ general hospitals were finished with stucco rather than brick. The layout of buildings allowed sufficient space between buildings to prevent them from shading each other. Most patient wards had common areas on either end, usually in the form of a glazed sunroom. However for increased safety and security to prevent escape, neuropsychiatric wards for soldiers who were mentally disturbed from combat lacked the sunrooms. Patient capacity at ‘Type A’ general hospitals ranged from 1,777 to 2,131 beds, with the exception of Madigan hospital in Tacoma, Washington that had 4,300 beds. Capacity for the DeWitt General Hospital was typical for a ‘Type A’ hospital as 1,852 beds were reported in April 1945 (Kostura 17).

In addition to patient capacity, DeWitt General Hospital conformed to the ‘Type A’ plan in all but a few details. The DeWitt Hospital site contained about 220 acres and in accordance with the ‘Type A’ plan was designed to be a self-contained facility originally consisting of approximately 80 buildings, a circulation system of roads in a grid-like plan, sidewalks, enclosed corridors linking the pavilions at the centers of their long sides, a steam power plant, water and sewage
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treatment plants and incinerator. Similar to many of the general hospitals constructed in the United States during the last two years of World War II, the DeWitt site was chosen because of its location in a coastal state with flat terrain, moderate weather, proximity to a civilian work force and access to transportation routes such as a highway and train station.

Like the other ‘Type A’ general hospitals, the DeWitt Hospital plan consisted mainly of one-story brick buildings that were organized into zones of similar uses. Mr. Kostura describes the overall DeWitt complex as follows: “The buildings where physicians and nurses lived and performed most of their medical tasks were at the north end of the complex, while the industrial buildings were at the south end. In between were medical buildings, patient wards, and recreational and service buildings. This geographic arrangement of uses served to insulate, first, the officers and nurses, and secondly the patients, from noise that was generated by various activities at the hospital. The largest and most important buildings in the hospital – the wards – were oriented northwest-southeast, providing sun on the long sides of the buildings all day. The other main types of buildings – the administration and staff residences at the north end and the warehouse group at the south corner – were orientated differently, expressing their different functions from those of the patient treatment buildings. The overwhelming majority of the buildings, for all purposes, were located in long rectangular pavilions with spaces in between them for grass, trees and shrubs. Although landscaping was an essential feature of pavilion plan hospitals, no landscaping plan or other evidence has been discovered for DeWitt Hospital” (3).

Also similar to other ‘Type A’ general hospitals, the DeWitt hospital included amenities such as a gymnasium, swimming pool and theater that were added to the design after the original plans were drawn. Most military hospitals, and the original design for the ‘Type A’ hospital, included a mess hall, post office, post exchange, and chapel. The original ‘Type A’ hospital design also included a recreation building for patients. The addition of a gymnasium, swimming pool and theater to many ‘Type A’ hospitals was probably a reflection of patient care ideology being promoted in late 1942. According to Kostura, “a consensus began to form in the government and military circles that more recreational and therapeutic activities ought to be offered at military hospitals, so that injured and mentally disturbed patients might recover more quickly, and be able to return to duty” (19). Various recreational activities, such as USO organized shows in the theater and Red Cross sponsored dances in the auditorium, as well as community engagement through parties hosted in private homes, outings to ball games and drives along the American River further supported patient recovery. During its nearly two years of operation, DeWitt General Hospital treated a total of 9,741 patients and was closed on December 31, 1945 (Kostura 18, 20).

The property was sold to the State of California in 1946, whereby the hospital was used as a state mental hospital and renamed DeWitt State Hospital that remained in operation until 1972. While specific alterations to the hospital facilities for mental patients are unknown, changes were likely minimal as few buildings changed in their use for the mental hospital, suggesting that its reuse was practical. However, interior remodeling and equipment upgrades occurred in order to accommodate medical treatment for mental health patients (Kostura 20). In 1972, the DeWitt
hospital facility was transferred to Placer County whose ownership and use of the property as office space continues today.

Despite the recent demolition of approximately 30% of the hospital’s structures, the DeWitt General Hospital complex still embodies a majority of its distinctive design characteristics as a U.S. Army World War II ‘Type A’ permanent hospital. In general, the DeWitt Hospital retains its historic integrity in terms of internal setting, location, materials, workmanship, and feeling. It no longer has integrity of association due to its change in use. Most of the remaining original hospital buildings have not been significantly altered in their footprints or general exterior appearance. Approximately 60% of the original hospital buildings remain standing, nearly all of which are in good condition and currently occupied. The core of the DeWitt Hospital property retains much of its historic military and institutional feel. Approximately half of the patient wards, all of the enlisted men’s barracks (later converted to wards) and nearly all service and utility type buildings remain, as do the theater, chapel, gymnasium and swimming pool.

Buildings no longer in existence include the administration building, six officer’s quarters, four medical buildings and seventeen patient wards. All noncontributing buildings are large, modern structures located on the periphery of the property and are not included in the district boundaries, thus leaving a significant core of the hospital property intact. In summary, the DeWitt Hospital property building design, materials, layout and setting make the property a cohesive unit contributing to its feeling of historic time and place. The hospital’s remaining structures reflect its appearance as a World War II military hospital, conveying its sense of history. The property reflects its military complex layout and is distinguished from its surroundings by its architecture, street pattern and building placement.

Survival of other ‘Type A’ Hospitals in the United States

The DeWitt General Hospital was one of sixteen hospitals constructed following the U.S. Army ‘Type A’ design plan, or a variant of that plan in the United States during World War II. Fourteen of these hospitals have been mostly or completely demolished. Only DeWitt and Mayo General Hospital in Galesburg, Illinois remain approximately 60% intact. The other fourteen ‘Type A’ or similar hospitals are:

- Ashburn General Hospital, McKinney, Texas: approximately 10% of the buildings remain
- Battey General Hospital, Rome, Georgia: approximately 15% of the buildings remain
- Birmingham General Hospital, Van Nuys, California: approximately three buildings remain
- Crile General Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio: approximately 25% of the buildings remain
- Cushing General Hospital, Framingham, Massachusetts: demolished
- Dibble General Hospital, Menlo Park, California: demolished
- Foster General Hospital, Jackson, Mississippi: demolished
- Glennan General Hospital, Okmulgee, Oklahoma: demolished
- Madigan General Hospital, Tacoma, Washington: demolished
- McGuire General Hospital, Richmond, Virginia: demolished
- Newton D. Baker General Hospital, Martinsburg, West Virginia: approximately 25% remains
- Northington General Hospital, Tuscaloosa, Alabama: demolished
- Vaughan General Hospital, Hines, Illinois: two buildings remain
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The DeWitt General Hospital was constructed in 1943 as one of the sixteen ‘Type A’ pavilion plan Army hospitals in the United States designed by architects York and Sawyer. In total, there were sixty-six Army hospitals in the United States that treated American soldiers wounded in World War II. The DeWitt Hospital site contained about 220 acres and was designed to be a self-contained facility originally consisting of approximately 80 buildings, a circulation system of roads, sidewalks, enclosed corridors, a steam power plant, water and sewage treatment plants and incinerator. The DeWitt Hospital complex is located approximately three miles north of downtown Auburn and a short distance west of State Highway 49 in Placer County California.

In 1939, with the anticipation of America’s possible entry into World War II, the United States began mobilizing troops and constructing military barracks and other facilities, including the planned expansion of hospital facilities. Policy directing the establishment of hospital facilities changed several times during the war. Initially the military focused on expanding its existing hospital facilities since this approach would be faster than constructing entirely new hospitals. However, by 1940 the addition of beds to existing hospitals proved unsatisfactory and the Army Surgeon General recommended construction of temporary cantonment type hospitals consisting of rows of one-story wood-framed structures (Kostura 13).

Another shift in hospital development occurred in 1941 as the Army became dissatisfied with the safety of wood cantonment hospitals resulting in the construction of a few “semi-permanent” hospital complexes from 1942 to 1943 consisting of two-story brick construction providing improved fire safety. This new hospital design was short lived due to concerns over construction speed and costs as well as materials shortages occurring in early 1942 (Brosin). As a result, the military returned to constructing wood cantonment hospitals in addition to acquiring and converting civilian hospitals and other properties such as hotels into hospitals from 1942 to 1943. At this same time, however, the Administrator of Veterans Affairs was concerned with the development of temporary hospitals since they would have no use to serving veterans after the war. The Army Surgeon General was also interested in constructing more permanent hospital facilities, whereas the Army Corps of Engineers was focusing on costs. While these parties met to resolve their differences, wood construction materials were again scarce by mid 1942 and brick was more readily available. The result of these circumstances led to the development of another hospital plan, known as ‘Type A’ to be constructed of mostly one-story brick structures (Kostura 13-15). The design plans for the ‘Type A’ hospital were similar to the “semi-permanent” two-story brick hospitals that were already under construction but, ‘Type A’ hospitals were more economical to build and the one-story wards provided better safety for patients (Kostura 15).

In the fall of 1942, the Army contracted with the architectural firm, York and Sawyer to develop plans for the ‘Type A’ hospital complex. Founded in 1898, York and Sawyer was a well-known architectural firm with an established history of designing large buildings and complexes and
that also consulted with the Federal Government in the development of the Federal Triangle in Washington D.C. The firm’s specialization in bank, hospital and college campus design along with their contacts with the Federal government primed them for the commission of designing ‘Type A’ hospitals in World War II (Kostura 15).

While the ‘Type A’ plan design reflects refinements to meet specific needs of World War II construction and patient care, its overarching design is classified as a pavilion plan hospital. Besides the ‘Type A’ plan other Army hospitals, such as cantonment and semi-permanent, constructed in the United States during World War II followed the pavilion plan. The pavilion plan hospital originated in France in the late eighteenth century and was further refined and popularized in the United States by Florence Nightengale as a result of her experience in the Crimean War in the mid 1850s. The design of the pavilion plan is based on the scientific understanding of the spread of disease at that time, namely that disease was spread through harmful vapors that were emitted by the body. With this understanding of disease, Nightengale advocated for hospitals to admit plenty of fresh air and light to each patient, which in her opinion, large multi-story block type hospitals were not able to accomplish. Instead, Nightengale favored a dispersed hospital plan where patient ward buildings were narrow and only one or two stories in height. The wards should also be situated a distance away from each other as not to cast shadows on each other or interfere with air flow around and through the buildings. Due to Nightengale’s influence, the pavilion plan was widely used for military and non-military hospitals in Europe and America during the nineteenth and mid-twentieth centuries. During this time, hospitals developed in urban areas where real estate was valuable, were also influenced by the pavilion plan. Despite that these urban hospitals were several stories high, their wings were narrow and widely separated from each other. California examples of hospitals built along pavilion plan designs in the twentieth century include county hospitals in Alameda, Marin and Santa Clara, state mental hospitals such as Agnews, and private sanitariums especially around the Los Angeles area. However, few of these hospital complexes remain standing. As new technologies developed after the war, hospital design radically changed in the 1950s. Therefore, World War II hospitals such as DeWitt General Hospital were some of the last pavilion plan hospitals to be constructed (Kostura 2,16).

Similar to the military’s fluctuating policies on hospital design were their policies on determining locations for general hospitals. Initial policy was to locate hospitals near large Army training camps. However, these camps were rarely near large centers of population and thus lacked access to a civilian work force to staff hospital positions. With the United States full involvement in the war in early 1942, fear of air attack from overseas influenced a decision to place hospitals in interior states of the country, between the Appalachians and Sierras. Unfortunately this policy proved difficult with the transportation of patients from the Pacific and European theaters to hospitals as ports of debarkation were located on the coasts. Consequently this policy was modified later in 1942 and eventually rescinded resulting in more than half of the general hospitals being located in coastal states. Other factors influencing the determination of hospital location were proximity to rail lines, moderate weather, and flat terrain. One last factor, the proximity of wounded soldiers to their hometowns, was not considered until almost all
hospital locations had been decided. Being one of the last hospitals to be designated, the construction of DeWitt General Hospital was in accordance with this later policy (Kostura 17).

With economic interests in mind and patriotic support, many communities lobbied to be selected as the sites of hospitals. A September 5, 1942 newspaper editorial written by the Placer Herald editor, W.A. Shepard, is credited as starting the campaign to bring a military hospital to Auburn. The Auburn Chamber of Commerce and Congressman Harry L. Englebright, representative for Placer, Nevada and Yuba Counties spearheaded the campaign by contacting the Army Surgeon General in Washington. The DeWitt site was selected because of its location in a coastal state with flat terrain, moderate weather, proximity to a civilian work force (Auburn’s population was approximately 4,000) and access to transportation routes such as a highway and train station. After a site inspection by the District Engineer in Sacramento, Congress gave construction approval and appropriated funds on March 25, 1943. A major contracting firm from San Francisco, McDonald and Kahn was awarded the construction contract that eventually totaled nearly six million dollars (Kostura 17-18 and Rushton).

The site selected for the hospital was referred to as the Grange Hall property, in the Rock Creek vicinity, after the old grange hall that still stands nearby. Designs for nearly all of the DeWitt hospital buildings followed the ‘Type A’ plans drawn by York and Sawyer and construction of the hospital began on April 7, 1943. Construction progressed rapidly as some of the hospital buildings were completed by August 1943. Although the first patients arrived at DeWitt in January 1944, the hospital’s formal opening ceremony was held on February 27, 1944. The hospital was named after Brigadier General Calvin DeWitt (1840-1909), a senior medical officer during the Modoc Indian campaign in northern California (Leonard 34-35).

Local newspapers routinely reported on the hospital’s construction progress, civilian employment figures and community involvement activities. For example, the Placer Herald reported on August 7, 1943 that approximately nine hundred construction workers were employed along with a noted shortage of carpenters (The War Hospital). A year after the hospital’s official opening, the Auburn Journal reported that DeWitt hospital housed 1,747 patients, 510 enlisted men, 253 commissioned officers, 105 WACs and employed 511 civilians (DeWitt Plans Broadcast). Population totals for DeWitt Hospital near the end of the war in August 1945 were reported as 2,221 patients, 130 commissioned officers, 177 commissioned nurses, 617 enlisted men, 171 WACs and 492 civilian employees (Population at DeWitt). Despite that the number of civilian employees at DeWitt was reduced to approximately five hundred staff after construction tapered and hospital operations expanded, the hospital was one of the area’s largest employers totaling one million dollars in annual payroll (Placer Herald and Leonard). In an interview with historian William Kostura, June Ferretti, a civilian who worked six days a week in the signal corps operating the telephone switchboard and teletype, stated that DeWitt “was a busy place, and the wards were pretty much filled to capacity” (Kostura 18). Ms. Ferretti also recalls that patients at DeWitt were from both the European and Pacific theaters and that as soldiers recuperated, they would be transferred to hospitals closer to their homes. Likewise, she reports that soldiers from northern California were transferred to DeWitt for further recovery and that some patients were even sent to their homes and family to recuperate.
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These and other hospital worker accounts do suggest that the Army did make efforts to place wounded soldiers in general hospitals nearby their hometowns (Kostura 19).

A wide variety of medical care was performed at DeWitt including amputations, treatment of severe facial wounds, brain surgery and rehabilitation for missing limbs, missing heels or paralysis. Among the ‘Type A’ general hospitals such as DeWitt, specialties included orthopedic surgery, psychiatry, treatment of syphilis, plastic surgery, ophthalmologic surgery, treatment of rheumatic fever, neurology, neurosurgery and vascular surgery. As well as performing general medical care, amputations and general surgery, these hospitals may have specialized in as many as four or five areas. The specialties at DeWitt were general medicine, neurology, neurosurgery, vascular surgery and psychiatry (Kostura 17). Doctor Norman Freeman, a recognized expert in vascular surgery, was assigned to DeWitt General Hospital in 1945 as Chief of Surgery. During his four years of service in the Army, Freeman is known to have continued his clinical research in vascular surgery where, according to the Journal of Vascular Surgery, he “pioneered many direct reconstructive vascular surgical techniques” one of which he developed while at DeWitt (Connolly). In addition to the twenty-five regular patient wards at DeWitt, five ward buildings were designed as “detention wards” or neuropsychiatric wards for the treatment of patients suffering from “battle fatigue” which is known today as post-traumatic stress disorder. These wards were slightly different in design as they lacked the glazed sunrooms and may have had a fence surrounding them (Kostura 19). Besides treating wounded soldiers, DeWitt hospital staff also responded to a local emergency in November 1944 when a Union Pacific train derailed near Colfax a town 17 miles northeast of Auburn. Medical staff and ambulances from DeWitt were sent to the site and returned with sixty wounded civilians and eighteen soldiers (Leonard 36).

As part of their medical care, recreational activities were provided to the soldiers recovering at DeWitt. Similar to many other military hospitals, DeWitt had a mess hall, post office, post exchange and chapel. However, in late 1942 according to Kostura, “a consensus began to form in the government and military circles that more recreational and therapeutic activities ought to be offered at military hospitals, so that injured and mentally disturbed patients might recover more quickly, and be able to return to duty” (19). As a result, DeWitt like some other ‘Type A’ hospitals included amenities such as a gymnasium, swimming pool and theater that were added to their facilities after the original plans were drawn (Kostura 19-20). Besides the hospital recreational amenities, many of the Auburn area residents and organizations provided volunteer services, recreational and educational opportunities, and donated goods to assist the recovering patients at the hospital. Various newspaper reports and a local news magazine highlighted the community’s generosity that included financial contributions to construct a solarium, donations of books, pianos, radios, recreation equipment, flowers and musical accompaniment at the chapel, Christmas trees, stockings, greeting cards, fruitcake and Christmas gifts. Social engagement included local and USO organized shows at the theater, Red Cross organized dances in the auditorium, parties in private homes, outings to ball games, drives along the American River and visits to Lake Tahoe (Leonard 34-39 and DeWitt Solarium). In addition, Auburn’s educational community provided educational opportunities to the hospital’s patients and staff. Private tutoring, high school and Placer College classes were offered and a psychiatric nurses training school was established (Graduate 8; Patients Receive Diplomas and Nursing School).
As World War II drew to a close with the defeat of Germany in May 1945 and the defeat of Japan in September 1945, the patients at DeWitt hospital were variously discharged or transferred to other hospitals. After treating a total of 9,741 patients at the end of its nearly two-year operation, DeWitt General Hospital was officially closed on December 31, 1945 (Kostura 18).

In light of the substantial economic and social impact that DeWitt hospital made on the Auburn community, the end of the war caused considerable public concern over the facility’s future use. Some community leaders lobbied for the conversion of DeWitt to a Veteran’s Administration hospital, but this use was rejected despite that its permanent brick construction was authorized in part to keep this option available. Similar to other military hospitals constructed during World War II, the Army declared DeWitt surplus and sold the facility to the State in 1946. At this time, California’s mental institutions were overcrowded by twenty-four percent, roughly 6,300 patients, with the expectation that these conditions would continue as new mental health institutions were not scheduled to open until 1951. As a result, DeWitt became California’s eighth mental hospital and subsequently its name was changed to DeWitt State Hospital. California’s first state mental hospital opened in 1853 in Stockton and as the state’s population grew, additional state mental hospitals were constructed in Napa (1875), Agnews in San Jose (1889), Mendocino (1894), Patton (1894), Metropolitan in Norwalk (1916), and Camarillo (1937). Besides DeWitt, additional post-war state hospitals were constructed in Modesto (1948) and Atascadero (1954).

The history of attitudes toward and treatment of the mentally ill fluctuated throughout California and the United States. For example, patients at Stockton during the 1850s were treated with kindness and respect and allowed outdoor activities while under the leadership of Doctor Robert Reid. However, after the Civil War and through the end of the century there was an increasing tendency to keep patients locked up or warehoused. Fortunately, after 1907 and under the direction of Doctor Leonard Stocking, a much more enlightened treatment of patients was being formulated with the construction of a new hospital complex at Agnews where the new building designs reflected the varied needs of the patients. With its extensive program of recreational activities that were developed to aid patients in their recovery, Agnews became a model for mental health hospitals into the 1930s. In later years, developments in other treatments such as hydrotherapy, electroshock therapy, drug therapy and lobotomies were used in California and across the United States (Kostura 21).

While specific alterations to the DeWitt hospital facilities for mental patients are unknown, changes were likely minimal as few buildings changed in their use for the mental hospital, suggesting that its reuse was practical. The administration building, doctors’ and nurses’ quarters, clinics, patient wards, mess halls, chapel, post office, warehouses, laundry, morgue, power house, utility yards and other buildings retained their original uses at least into 1949. However, an increase in patient beds and interior remodeling and equipment upgrades occurred in order to accommodate medical treatment for mental health patients (Kostura 20).
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Until 1950, the DeWitt mental hospital was considered temporary and only received patients from other overcrowded state mental hospitals. The transfer of one patient from Stockton, Martin Ramirez in 1948, became of particular significance not only the hospital’s history, but also to the history of art and the practice of psychology in the United States. Due to his older age and diagnosis of tuberculosis, Martin Ramirez, a Mexican who immigrated to California in 1925, was transferred to DeWitt State Hospital. Shortly after his transfer, Ramirez came into contact with Tarmo Pasto, a professor of art and psychology at Sacramento State University. Pasto is credited with being one of psychology’s more notable early pioneers in the study of artistic expression and psychology theory that influenced the establishment of the field of art therapy as treatment for mental illness (Espinosa 27) (Junge 5-15). During the years that Pasto was a professor at Sacramento State University he received permission from DeWitt administration to visit the hospital with his students for observational learning. On one of his visits, Pasto noticed a drawing created by Martin Ramirez that hospital staff had posted on the screen door to the solarium. Pasto, recognizing the artistic talent displayed by Ramirez in this drawing, contacted the hospital staff who informed him that paper and drawing materials were often in short supply to meet the demands of Martin’s desire to draw. As a result, Pasto provided Ramirez with art supplies and instructed hospital staff to collect and date Ramirez’s drawings for his research in art expression and psychology theory (Espinosa 27). Due to Pasto’s interest, support and encouragement, Ramirez’s most productive period of artwork was from 1950 to 1956 (Espinosa 27). In all, Ramirez created more than 450 drawings and collages during his residence at DeWitt State Hospital (USPS).

Ramirez’s artwork is reflective of and was influenced not only by his memories of his life in Mexico but also by his life of confinement at DeWitt where his only knowledge of the outside world was limited to the images he saw in publications and magazines and in the movies at the DeWitt State Hospital. According to Brooke Davis Anderson, Director of the U.S. Biennial and former director at the Los Angeles County Art Museum and the American Folk Art Museum, the collection of Ramirez’s work “teems with traditionally Mexican motifs but also references popular American culture of the mid-twentieth century, forms an impressive map of a life lived between two worlds-two worlds in a geographical, cultural, as well as social sense” (Anderson). Besides utilizing images from his memory and from his life at DeWitt, Ramirez also made use of artifacts from the DeWitt Hospital to create his artwork. Davis Anderson also notes that Ramirez, “began to assemble found bits of paper-candy wrappers, greeting cards, flattened paper cups, hospital supply forms, and book pages, for example-using a self made glue to create large surfaces for drawing” (Anderson). To work on these large pieces Ramirez crouched over them on the floor as some measured more than forty by one hundred inches. While at DeWitt, Martin also attended and interacted with other patients engaged in art at weekly ceramics workshops where he was further encouraged to work on his drawings as they were stored in the ceramics workshop area (Espinosa 27-28).

The first formal introduction of Martin Ramirez’s work to the art community occurred in November 1951 when Tarmo Pasto organized a solo exhibit of Ramirez’s drawings on the University of California Berkeley campus (Espinosa 27). Pasto organized other exhibits at the E.B. Crocker Art Gallery in Sacramento, the Mills College Museum of Art in Oakland, the M.H.
After 1950, DeWitt was reclassified as a permanent state mental facility and began accepting new patients from Modoc, Lassen, Plumas, Sierra, Nevada, Yuba, Sutter, Placer, El Dorado, counties as well as Yolo, Butte and Sacramento counties in 1952 (Kostura 20-21 and Rushton). Accordingly, the patient capacity at DeWitt steadily increased from 1,900 in 1947 to 2,900 in 1948 and 3,000 patients by 1952 (Kostura 20). While this patient load at DeWitt had significantly increased in comparison to World War II times, conditions were reportedly improved in comparison to the overcrowding at Stockton State Hospital. By 1958 however, DeWitt was also overcrowded resulting in approximately seventy-five men living in each ward. Besides information related to Ramirez’s life at DeWitt, other information regarding treatment of mental patients at DeWitt is vague. Ramirez was assigned to a ward occupied by senile and other long-term chronic patients with poor prognoses and behavioral problems including aggression. Staff on the ward consisted of three daytime, two evening and one overnight psychiatric technician. These technicians provided nursing care, dispensed medication and oversaw all activities while being vigilant at all times so that patients could not run away or commit suicide. Meals were served in the ward and patients were responsible for daily chores such as sweeping, making beds and washing plastic dishes in the ward’s kitchen. As Ramirez grew older, he was no longer required to do chores enabling him more time to work on his drawings. Other activities on the ward, depending on the patient’s abilities, included watching television, playing cards and table games, drawing, pacing and sitting inside in the sunroom or outside in the lawn under the trees in summer. Some patients were granted access to the library, Sunday services at the chapel, weekly movies at the theater and weekly vocational and arts-and-crafts workshops (Espinosa 25-26). While Ramirez and other patients who did not cause any problems were not subject to shock treatment or hydrotherapy, a 1952 news article notes that treatment at DeWitt included group therapy, individual therapy, occupational, recreational, and music therapy, hydrotherapy, shock therapy and brain surgery. This same article notes that eighty percent of patients were discharged as a result of their treatment (Espinosa 26 and Placer Herald).

While these accounts report favorable conditions for some patients at DeWitt, employees and news reports state that other patients suffered abuses, mainly due to the lack of qualified staff. For instance, in 1961 several female employees at DeWitt were investigated and two were suspended or dismissed for brutality toward patients that resulted in a death and a psychiatric technician was arrested for a fatal beating in 1964. In addition, DeWitt patients were fed only two meals a day rather than three due to budget cutbacks enacted by Governor Ronald Reagan in
1967. Staff shortages and inadequate patient care were also reported in studies investigating conditions at California mental hospitals under Governor Reagan (Kostura 21).

Regardless of the concerns expressed in news reports about the mental hospital’s conditions and stigma impacts on the Auburn community, DeWitt hospital was valuable to the local economy. According to a September 12, 1952 Placer Herald news article, the DeWitt State Hospital employed seven hundred workers making it the largest employer in the Auburn area (22 sec 4). Other news articles and personal accounts further support DeWitt hospital’s economic significance to the area. Connie Queen, a psychiatric technician and LVN employed at DeWitt reported to the Auburn Journal, “All our neighbors worked at DeWitt. In those days, it seemed as if 75 percent of Auburn worked there...it was our bread and butter” (Rushton). Indeed, this statement reflects DeWitt hospital’s economic importance as its operation contributed approximately seven million dollars annually into the Auburn-Grass Valley economy (Rushton and Carroll).

In 1971, despite strong objection from Auburn community leaders, Governor Ronald Reagan mandated the closure of DeWitt and several state mental institutions due to combined circumstances of budget cutbacks, intolerable living conditions and changes in modern treatment of mental illness. Thus, the DeWitt State Hospital’s local economic and historic significance for the period 1946 to 1972 ended with the transfer and discharge of its last patients scheduled for the spring of 1972 (DeWitt Patient Transfer Starts). Later that year the property was transferred to Placer County for use as county offices, a use that continues to the present.
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0001
View of chapel and patient ward building 117 from First Street, camera facing south.
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Date Photographed: May 20, 2015
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0002
View of chapel, building 118, north (right) and east (left) facades, camera facing southwest.
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0003
Street view of patient ward buildings down B Avenue from First Street, camera facing southwest. Patient ward building 117 in foreground.
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Date Photographed: July 13, 2015
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0004
Street view of patient ward buildings down B Avenue, camera facing southwest. Patient ward building 113 in foreground.
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0005
Street view of patient ward buildings down C Avenue, camera facing northeast. Patient ward building 111 in foreground.
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0006  
View of patient ward buildings 107-109 on B Avenue, camera facing southwest.
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0007  
View of auditorium and library building 208 on C Avenue, camera facing east.
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0008  
View of post office (now museums & archives) building 209 on C Avenue, camera facing southwest.
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0009
View of enlisted men barracks (converted to patient wards), west facades, buildings 309 and 320, camera facing southeast.
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0010
Street view of enlisted men barracks (converted to patient wards) down F Street, south facades, buildings 320-324, camera facing northeast.
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0011
Street view of enlisted men barracks (converted to patient wards) down F Street, south facades, buildings 320-324, camera facing southwest.
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0012
View of theater (building 315) and enlisted men barrack building 314 on D Avenue, camera facing southeast.
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0013
View of warehouses (buildings 301-305) on F Avenue and Second Street, camera facing southwest.
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CA_Placer County_DeWitt General Hospital_0014
View of power house, building 500, north (left) and west (right) facades on Richardson Drive, camera facing south.
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